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ABSTRACT

Knowledge and awareness of the relationship and trust between man and technology is important for
users to accept artificial intelligence (AI) and autonomous systems. While research has been conducted
on the interaction between operators or passengers and robotic vehicles, there is not much research on
secondary users, i.e., users who are not directly interacting with the system, such as pedestrians or
bystanders in the robot’s environments. This paper summarizes and synthesizes the existing literature
relevant to secondary users’ trust toward autonomous systems. The focus is (1) to find out how the
secondary user experience in human-robot interaction is affected by trust, and (2) to see how trust is
designed in autonomous systems. By designing for appropriate levels of trust, the designer can empower
both primary and secondary users to accept the information provided by the robot and follow its
suggestions.
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AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS AND THE USER EXPERIENCE OF
BYSTANDERS
Artificial intelligence (AI) in the form of autonomous systems, such as robots and vehicles, are
introduced to our everyday life in a wide variety of domains, including transportation, military, scientific
applications, entertainment, and home use. With advances in the development of autonomous systems
and autonomous transport solutions, the relationship and trust between man and machine is important
for humans to accept the technology [1]. This paper explores trust-related challenges in human-robot
interaction (HRI) by outlining how the secondary user experience in HRI is affected by trust.
1.1 The secondary user experience of autonomous systems
To achieve full and successful implementation of autonomous systems, it is essential to understand the
notions of user acceptance and intended behaviour in relation to them. However, most studies target the
buyers, main users, or operators of robots. These studies do not consider 3rd persons or bystanders who
do not explicitly interact with the robots. However, these persons can nevertheless interfere with and be
affected by the robot’s actions. Alsos and Svanæs [2] refer to these as secondary users [2]. Examples in
the context of autonomous systems are pedestrians walking in front of a self-driving vehicle, a kayaker
encountering an autonomous passenger ferry in a canal, a person getting in the way of an autonomous
warehouse robot co-worker, or someone meeting a self-driving cleaning robot in a hallway. Further
Alsos and Svanæs define the secondary user experience of a system as “the part of the overall experience
of the secondary user that can be attributed to (1) the primary user’s interaction with the system, or (2)
the secondary user’s interaction with the system with the primary users as an intermediary [2]”. In this
context, it is the user experience that passengers, pedestrians, or bystanders have when experiencing an
autonomous system.
In fully autonomous systems, the robot is technically independent and will make decisions that require
no primary user interaction. However, the primary user (the passenger or operator), will still most likely
monitor and interact with the autonomous system through a user interface or a remote-control room,
while having the possibility to intervene in the event of malfunction or an emergency. Secondary users,
however, can only experience the autonomous system’s internal state and future intention through its
behaviour or feedback from the operator. As Figure 1 illustrates, the secondary user experience is
affected by the overall experience of the primary users and vice versa. The primary and secondary users
interact through the autonomous system, based on their interaction with the robot. Interaction between
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the autonomous system and the secondary users could take place via external features indicating that the
pedestrian should cross the road or not, or by the pedestrian signalling to the autonomous systems that
they want to cross. Actions taken by either the robotic system or the primary or secondary user will
affect the co-experience, which is the user experience created in social interaction with the presence of
a system or product [3].

Figure 1. The solid arrows indicate direct interaction, while the dotted arrow indicates indirect
interaction (adapted for autonomous systems from [1])

1.2 The importance of the secondary user experience
Before crossing the street, pedestrians tend to look for eye contact or any form of human communication
with drivers. A study conducted by Lin et al [4] on the interaction between drivers and pedestrians at
signalized intersections demonstrated that pedestrians feel more comfortable when they can interact with
drivers before crossing a road. However, in the case of pedestrian-autonomous vehicle interaction, the
interaction is between the robotic vehicle and the pedestrian. This could cause confusion since the
robotic vehicle’s design would probably be very similar to the current vehicle design, or, as in the case
of self-driving cars, give the driver the opportunity to engage and disengage the autonomous system.
This means that with the current seating arrangement, one could end up with a passenger in the
conventional driver’s seat. Unless the vehicle provides the pedestrian with adequate information, the
pedestrian could become confused about whether to interact with the vehicle or the person.
In line with the study by Alsos and Svanæs [2], the co-experience will have an impact on the overall
experience of a system. Based on the robot’s features and communication skills, the primary and
secondary users can make choices affecting the co-experience. For instance, if a pedestrian is unsure
about whether to interact with the car or the passenger sitting in the driver’s seat, the pedestrian could
cross the road at the wrong time, creating dangerous scenarios. Today, robotic vehicles are programmed
to stop immediately if something appears in front of their sensors. This sudden stop could affect both
the passenger experience and their trust in the system, while at the same time lead to a possible accident
with surrounding vehicles. Moreover, as stated by Wickens [5], humans are less forgiving of mistakes
made by robots than by humans. This could again affect user trust and the willingness of the customer
to buy or use the product.
2 DESIGNING FOR TRUST
In human-robot interaction (HRI), trust is considered essential in establishing and maintaining
appropriate use and expectations, as it is closely associated with persuasiveness. Trust can directly affect
people’s willingness to accept the information communicated by the robot and to follow its suggestions
[5]. Trust in HRI is closely related to research conducted on trust in automation in general. Although
there are several studies on trust and automation [6-8], previous research on interaction between
pedestrians and vehicles is based primarily on behaviour that involves traditional human-driven
vehicles. More recent research, however, has started to explore pedestrian interaction with autonomous
vehicles [9-11]. Nevertheless, few studies have focused on why it is important to design for trust for the
secondary users in other fields, such as the interaction between workers and robots in a warehouse, or
patients and robotic doctors/nurses in a hospital.
2.1 Three layers of trust
For automated systems, Marsh and Dibben [12] identify trust as something based on three factors –
dispositional trust, learned trust, and situational trust. Dispositional trust represents the individual's
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tendency to rely on automation, situational trust depends on the specific context the person finds
themselves in, while learned trust is based on previous experience with a product or system. In other
words, trust varies depending on the user’s personality, background, experience, and the context-of-use.
This makes trust an individual experience that will differ from person to person, making it a difficult
factor to measure.
Based on Marsh and Dibben’s [12] three layers of trust, Hoff and Bashir [6] created a theoretical model
for automatic systems. Their study indicates three main factors for building trust between an operator
and robot: Initial trust, dynamic trust and situational trust. Initial trust can directly affect both the
dynamic trust and the performed human actions, as shown in Figure 2. Action performed by the
secondary user affects action performed by the robot, which again affects the operator. How the robot
chooses to respond and communicate its intentions based on the human actions, will in turn affect the
dynamic trust. At the end of the interaction, the dynamic trust will transfer to existing knowledge and
experience about the system.
With the correct use and understanding of the factors in Figure 2, one will be able to design for the right
amount of trust. The right amount of trust could again lead to a better match between the expected and
actual outcome, which in turn will contribute to a user experience that promotes feelings of security,
safety and predictability. This will influence both the user experience, the secondary user experience
and the shared co-experience.

Figure 2. Factors that affect trust before and during interaction with robots. The authors’ interpretation
on Hoff and Bashir’s’ research, and how it can be translated to secondary users

2.2 Misuse and disuse
The relationship between robots with human-like qualities and trust is uncertain, but research
demonstrates that humans tend to trust robots in the same way they trust other humans. This can lead to
people underestimating or overestimating the risk associated with the robots' decisions and actions in
the form misuse (over-trusting) or disuse (under-trusting), which can lead to negative consequences
[7,13, 14]. The less an individual trusts a robot, the faster they will intervene as it progresses towards
the completion of the task [15].
There have been several serious accidents due to misplaced trust in automatic systems. An example is
the Costa Concordia cruise ship disaster in 2012 which killed 32 passengers and may have been a result
of the captain handing over the ship's navigation system in favour of manual control due to lack of trust
in the technology [16]. A more recent accident resulted in the first pedestrian death associated with selfdriving technology [17]. The autonomous taxi was a test vehicle with a safety operator behind the wheel.
Several factors are thought to have played a role in the accident, but excessive trust in the system could
have led the driver to allow himself to watch a video on his phone instead of monitoring the car.
Automated systems are still in the testing phase, which increases the likelihood of more accidents.
Although AI-based technologies must provide adequate guarantees to minimize the risk of harm, current
regulations cannot completely exclude the possibility of damage resulting from the operation of these
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technologies. As stated in Liability for AI and other new digital technologies [18], such technologies are
characterized by complexity, modifications through updates or self-learning during operation, limited
predictability, and vulnerability to cybersecurity threats. One thing is the factors making it more difficult
to claim compensation for victims, another that it makes it significantly more important to design for
the right amount of trust. By creating an understanding of the product being under development and
training, one can create an expectation which correspond to the result. Designing for the right amount
of trust is a crucial part of the challenges when designing for new services such as robots and should be
given more thought during the design process.
3 ROBOTS AND THE ROLE OF THE DESIGNER
How do we create meaningful experiences of autonomous systems that leaves users feeling in control,
and respect their values, goals, and attention? As shown in Figure 2, trust is dependant on the
dispositional qualities of the user and the situation the user and robot is in, creating the need for different
guidelines for different kinds of robots and systems. Robots having social interactions with humans,
such as healthcare/care-taker robots, could benefit a more human-likeness approach due to the ability of
establishing deeper connections with users [19]. On the other hand, robots used in industries could
benefit having a machine-like design since it gives the feeling of higher levels of responsibility, possibly
preventing misconceptions about the intelligence of the robot [20]. In any case, humanness can be added
in the movement, appearance, sound, verbal communication, and non-verbal communication. However,
human characteristics should be handled cautiously in the design process, as people anthropomorphize
rather quickly [19].
A general rule is the need for a balance between the seamlessness of the interaction with the need for
transparency of the AI system. In the case of non-humanoid robots, this means that secondary users are
left with analysing cues such as lights, sounds, movements, and looks, in addition to analysing their
environments. In other words, designing for trust is a way of designing how the robot is communicating
with the world.
3.1 Trust as a part of the design process
For an automated system to work well, both primary and secondary users must be included and
considered in the development process. Involving those who must deal with the future system in the
design process creates better user interactions [21] and helps to optimize HRI and minimize human error
[22]. Designers are trained to focus on the human in a technological system and play an important role
as an intermediary between technology and psychology. However, trust is dynamic, and autonomous
systems are constantly evolving, making it important to be flexible and efficient. Although designers
are trained to handle future unknown problems, using different tools such as system-oriented design,
design thinking and human centred design, are we using them on the right things?
While designers have limited influence in the actions of organizations for which they work, they can
raise awareness of social responsibility within a company and make their voices heard. As very few
products are designed and built alone, awareness of secondary users can be brought into cross
disciplinary teams. One way of ensuring responsible innovation is by using The British Standards
Institution’s framework [23], including elements companies should consider when introducing new
products, services, or processes to market. While this framework brings into the attention the importance
of societal and environmental elements, and the requirement of engaging stakeholders such as end-users,
it lacks the awareness of the secondary users. Both primary and secondary users must be recognized as
individuals with needs, but still be part of a coherent and functional system. As people have different
needs, and trust is personal, it is important to have an approach that can understand this complexity.
Knowing what the different users need for information, and how to present it, creates better interaction
between humans and machines and prevents disuse and misuse. Designers need to not only learn about
how to design for trust, but how to design for the right amount of trust.
3.2 Communicating autonomous systems intention to secondary users through
external features
Trust is reflected on how the autonomous system is communicating and interpreted by the world, making
external features important in ensuring secondary user trust. The challenge lies in the ability to
communicate the desired information to different kinds of users, regardless of their physical abilities,
background and/or cultures. A survey from Deb et al. on interaction between pedestrians and drivers
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indicated that pedestrians preferred visual signs, such as lights and screens, to indicate the vehicle's
intention to stop at a crosswalk [24]. Following the study, several researchers and studies have proposed
different strategies and design features to ensure the safety of pedestrians in HRI. One of those being
‘Blink’ from The Imperial College of London and the Royal College, allowing a two-way
communication recognizing the pedestrians hand gestures to stop or keep moving [25]. However, this
relies heavily on the pedestrians' learned trust and their ability to make hand gestures. On the other hand,
proposals such as Simcons’ prototype ‘smiling car’ [26], emphasizes/relies on the use of sight where the
robotic vehicle will light up in a smile to indicate that the car will stop, and the pedestrian can cross the
road. Since future autonomous systems will operate in public places among other technological systems,
humans and animals, the systems do not only have to speak to each other but ensure a universal design
able to communicate in similar manners to reduce the changes of confusion.
3.3 Trust as part of the Design Education
The traditional user interface through screens and physical buttons and knobs will go through a
transformation with the introduction of autonomous systems and robots. This will require a different
take on design education. As we have argued above, trust is an important aspect of the interaction
between users and AI-based technologies. A designer needs to understand how to design for trust in AIsystems and robots through means such as lights, sound, movement, non-verbal and verbal
communication, etc. This must be an important part of the designer’s curriculum.
Even though we might not know what kind of autonomous systems and robots the future will bring, we
do know that they will interact and operate among humans. To create a more humane future, we need a
design education with humans in mind. This includes the understanding of the bigger picture; how the
use of autonomous systems/technology has financial, ecological, and social consequences, and how
psychological elements such as trust plays an important role in the user acceptance of autonomous
systems.
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A fully autonomous system is technically independent, but still – as in the case of robotic vehicles –
depends on people’s trust to function properly, both primary users (i.e., operators), and secondary users
(i.e., pedestrians). Appropriate design features need to be developed to ensure secondary user trust, and
scientific evaluation of their effectiveness must be carried out. Trust in autonomous systems will
improve if humans understand how robots are going to behave in their presence, for example by
communicating actions through external features such as movement, appearance, sound, verbal and nonverbal communication. By designing for the right amount of trust, one can prevent users from getting
the impression that the system works better than it does, which can have a negative effect on user
experiences and in the worst-case lead to dangerous situations. With the right amount of trust, humanrobot interactions will improve, thus making the system more understandable and safer, while reducing
human error for both primary and secondary users.
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